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Abstract—In this paper, we propose E-Shadow, a distributed
mobile phone-based local social networking system. E-Shadow
has two main components: (1) Local profiles. They enable EShadow users to record and share their names, interests, and
other information with fine-grained privacy controls. (2) Mobile
phone based local social interaction tools. E-Shadow provides
mobile phone software that enables rich social interactions.
The software maps proximate users’ local profiles to their
human owners and enables user communication and content
sharing. We have designed and implemented E-Shadow on mobile
phones. In our E-Shadow system, we allow users to perform
dynamic and layered information publishing, making use of
interpersonal relevance. Our system also provides a mechanism to
help users perform direction-driven localization of an E-Shadow
and match it with its owner. Experiments on real world Windows
Mobile phones and large-scale simulations show that our system
disseminates information efficiently and helps receivers find the
direction of a specific E-Shadow with accuracy. We believe our
E-Shadow concept and system can lead to a more tightly-knit
temporary community in one’s physical vicinity.
Keywords-E-Shadow, Mobile Phone, Layered Publishing,
Direction-driven Matching

I. I NTRODUCTION
We humans are always seeking meaningful social relationship. Besides the traditional way of face-to-face interactions,
the recent skyrocketing boom of online social networking adds
to our capability of knowing people and starting a friendship. In the wave of human centered pervasive computing
[2], mobile phones are becoming a major driving force to
lubricate social networking among people with its powerful
communication and sensing capabilities [1], [15].
However, as our power to socialize online is growing
rapidly with technological advancements, we are not much
better in the traditional face-to-face interactions. In social
lives, face-to-face interactions still play an important role. It
provides immediate feedback via non-verbal communication
that enables people to adjust their behavior accordingly, and
it is also adaptive to local and dynamic social situations.
Malicious masquerades and massive privacy compromises via
identity hacking are hard in face-to-face interactions. In this
light, is there a way to make use of our powerful mobile
phones to help lead to more face-to-face interactions? Is it
possible to transform the crowd in our physical vicinity into
a electronically reachable community full of meanings?

Fig. 1. Using E-Shadow to learn more about attendants at an academic
conference may spark fruitful discussions and lead to further cooperations

A. E-Shadow
We propose E-Shadow, a distributed mobile phone-based
local social networking system. E-Shadow has two main components: (1) Local profiles. Local profiles enable E-Shadow
users to record their names, interests, and other information
with fine-grained privacy controls. Local profile information
is shared within a local E-Shadow social network in accord
with users’ controls; (2) Mobile phone software with rich
social interaction tools. E-Shadow provides mobile phone
software that enables rich social interactions. The software
maps proximate users’ local profiles to their human owners
and enables user communication and content sharing.
E-Shadow attends its owner like a shadow. It is capable
of providing different information dynamically according to
social situations, just as the shadow may change its shape
as the sun moves across the sky. For example, when people
are far away, E-Shadow only provides very brief and general
information. When someone is interested and attracted to come
closer, E-Shadow can supply him with more detailed information. E-shadow owners can selectively and dynamically
publish personal information. On the other side, users may
mine the information from other E-shadows to catch points of
interest, and, if interested, they may trace back to the owner
of an E-Shadow through the electronic signals in the air.
E-Shadow can make an on-the-fly and good-to-know personal introduction to people nearby, thus facilitating socializing. Typical scenarios include exhibition, conference (Fig.
1) and alumni gathering, as well as dating. E-Shadow can
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also broadcast specific service-related information. One typical
scenario is job-fair, where one puts his resume up in the EShadow. At a concierge of hotel or bank, one may broadcast
his request and help the receptionist classify and time the
service. Government agencies can set up an E-Shadow near
their building. For groups of special interest, E-Shadow can
help form a loose organization, where important information
can be broadcast and group leaders can make sure certain
members are in the vicinity.
As we can see from the above discussions that information
publishing is the kernel of an E-Shadow system. Furthermore,
there are some very desirable auxiliary functionalities, such
as telling an E-Shadow receiver the approximate location of
the E-Shadow owner. We regard these two parts, information
publishing and ownership matching, as two major components
to instantiate the E-Shadow concept. And we mainly address
the design issues of these two functionalities in our paper.
For better user experiences with information publishing,
the E-Shadow system should be able to broadcast efficiently
and dynamically information of social relevance, with due
consideration on privacy. We propose to leverage information
layering to enable such features. We divide the E-Shadow into
three ranges. We employ different technologies to provide different content at each range. We have three layers. WiFi is used
for large-range publishing with at least 40-50 meters effective
communication range. Bluetooth Device (BTD) Discovery is
used for middle-range publishing up to 20 meters. Finally,
Bluetooth Service (BTS) Discovery is used respectively for
low-range publishing within 10 meters. Moreover, when there
are many E-Shadows coming and going in the vicinity, configuring wireless connections to publish and retrieve information,
which is required by most current wireless technologies, is
certainly not a pleasant experience. In this light, we introduce a
mechanism ‘abusing’ the WiFi SSID and Bluetooth discovery
protocols to enable fast and unobtrusive E-Shadow information
delivery without configuration.
The E-Shadow ownership matching problem is a special
localization problem. However, since the receiver is in a social
context, the matching problem is different from traditional
localization problems. First, the user is more concerned with
the direction than the actual distance to the E-Shadow of
interest, because he may try to look in that direction to find
candidates. Or one may want linger for a while at a desirable
range before coming up. Therefore, we define this problem as
a new one of human-assisted direction-driven localization. For
better performance, we also propose a range-free localization
technique based on comparisons of Received Signal Strength
Indications (RSSIs) at different points and space partitioning.
It is robust against noisy channels, and can work up till 40
meters.
B. Contributions
In summary, we claim the following contributions:
1. E-Shadow Concept: We have proposed the E-Shadow
concept. It is an electronic extension of one’s identity, which

may facilitate social interactions in one’s immediate physical
proximity.
2. Layered Publishing: We have introduced layering into EShadow information publishing to allow a more dynamic and
selective information dissemination. We leverage the synergy
of WiFi and Bluetooth to provide more information to people
with more relevance in space. More power efficiency can be
achieved with dynamic power control on each layer.
3. Human-assisted Matching: For E-Shadow matching, we
have identified a new kind of localization problem, the directional localization with human assistance. For better accuracy,
we have designed a range-free RSSI comparison technique.
It works well in noisy wireless environment at a fairly large
distance.
4. Implementation and Evaluation: We have implemented
a system instantiating the E-Shadow concept on real world
mobile phones. We have collected data from indoor and
outdoor experiments, as well as large-scale simulations, to
validate the design and implementation of our system.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The fast advancement of communication technologies and
the massive integration of rich digital resources have made
mobile phone an ideal platform [1], [2] of choice for supporting social networking in powerful new ways. In the following,
we review the literatures that focus on local social networking
using mobile phones.
One category of applications collect user’s local presence
information, then use a centralized server to coordinate user’s
local social interactions. Eagle and Pentland [14] designed
Social Serendipity to prompt serendipitous interactions among
strangers by sensing their proximity and providing cues. The
system senses unique Bluetooth identifiers and records them
in a proximity log on users’ handsets. Then it queries a server
to link the discovered Bluetooth identifier with an individual’s
online profile. Finally, Social Serendipity alerts them about
their commonalities and suggests them to be friends. [4],
[15], [10], [17] are similar applications in this category. These
applications have two issues. First, they need users to upload
local information to a central server, user’s privacy might be
compromised during the process. Second, user information is
relatively static, the dynamics of surrounding environments
can not be effectively captured. Different from these works,
E-Shadow does not rely on any online social services to mediate local social networking. Moreover, E-Shadow is capable
of providing different information of relevance dynamically
according to social situations.
Another categories of applications use decentralized architecture to help user interact locally. Nokia Sensor [6].
It allows users to detect others in the vicinity via Bluetooth. Once a connection is established, two devices can
exchange information. E-SmallTalker [13] is a system that
leverages Bluetooth Service Discovery Protocol to exchange
user-defined contents without establishing a connection. [5],
[16] are similar applications in this category. These applications also have some issues. First, applications like Nokia
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Sensor need users frequent intervention to manually configure
Bluetooth or Wi-Fi connections. Second, all these applications
do not provide any mapping between user’s face and their
electronic identities. Compared with these works, E-Shadow
supports user interaction in larger range without any user
intervention. In addition, E-Shadow uses a direction-driven
matching algorithm to steer users to approach their targets.
There are also a number of applications that use location
based services to help people find their targets using absolute
or relative positioning techniques. For mobile phones with
GPS, people can accurately locate their friends by retrieving
the latter peoples absolute geographical positions. For mobile phones without GPS, people can estimate their relative
closeness to friends by comparing the closest cellular towers
with each other. For absolute positioning, several applications
use the GPS to help people locate their friends in physical
proximity. These application include Loopt [7], MobiLuck [8],
Just-for-Us [3]. For relative positioning, Li et al. proposed
PeopleTones [9], which detects users’ nearby friends and
notifies them of their friends’ proximity on their mobile
phones. VirtualCompass [11] is a peer-based relative positioning system that uses Wi-Fi and Bluetooth radios to detect
nearby mobile devices and places them in a two-dimensional
plane. Surroundsense [12] is a mobile phone based system
that explores logical localization via ambience fingerprinting
collected from different sensors embedded on mobile phones.
E-Shadow does not need to decide a target’s absolute position,
instead, it uses a new human-assisted localization approach
that mainly focuses on deciding at which direction the target
locates.
III. D ESIGN G OALS AND C HALLENGES
To implement the E-Shadow concept, we design a framework system on mobile phones also called E-Shadow, EShadow in a broader sense. This E-Shadow system incarnates
the E-Shadow concept, by allowing users to dynamically
broadcast E-Shadows and incorporating desirable auxiliary
functionalities to facilitate social interactions.
We summarize the goals of the E-Shadow system as follows:
1. Far-reaching and Unobtrusive: E-Shadow should cover
an area as large as possible to attract more people. Moreover,
one does not need special effort to learn the information in
E-Shadow. It is there and naturally ‘wafts’ into our mobile
phone’s ‘vision’. Therefore, no wireless connection should
be established, as configuring connections for all E-Shadows
every now and then is annoyingly obtrusive.
2. Privacy and Security: The E-Shadow system should allow
users to decide what information to share and dynamically
prevent irrelevant people from receiving detailed information.
So they should be able to toggle sharing on or off, and can
choose target groups of people. It is of realistic significance.
For example, users may want the general public to know
only very general and brief information. However, they may
want people who are attracted closer to have more detailed
information for further interactions.

3. Auxiliary Support for Further Interactions: Our EShadow system should be able to provide desirable auxiliary
support for further interactions. For example, people may
naturally want to match an E-Shadow of interest with its
owner and then seek opportunity to start a conversation. So the
system should provide support to help the user approximately
locate the E-Shadow owner.
4. Broad Adoption: E-Shadow needs to run on as many
phones as possible with minimal configuration to be useful. EShadow cannot change common communication protocols and
must be designed to be compatible with COTS devices. The
E-Shadow software should be lightweight and energy-efficient
as well, as mobile devices are usually resource constrained.
In order to fulfill these goals, our system should be composed of at least two modules: information publishing and
ownership matching. The information publishing module is to
support dynamic and selective information broadcasting, while
the matching module is to facilitate further interactions. We
expect that we will have the following challenges in realizing
these two modules:
1. Lack of Communication Support: There is not one single
communication technology on mobile phones to satisfy all
the requirements of E-Shadow. WiFi is theoretically able to
provide long range communication, but it is not practical to
provide different contents to users at different distances. Without careful pre-configurations, all current wireless technologies
cannot selectively broadcast information to a designated group
of people. So the privacy requirement is not satisfied. Also
there is hardly any support for fast and unobtrusive information
delivery on a large scale, without causing serious security
problems.
2. Power and Computation Limitation: Handheld devices,
such as mobile phones, are always resource constrained. So
the E-Shadow system should broadcast and collect information
in an energy efficient manner. It is also not reasonable to ask
mobile phones to perform complicated computations, such as
high dimensional clustering algorithms.
3. Non-pervasive Localization Service: Users may ask for
the location of a specific E-Shadow for further exploration.
However, currently localization service based on wireless
signals is not pervasive. Not everybody has GPS on their
mobile phones. In indoor settings, GPS simply does not work.
Some alternative technologies have been proposed, but so far
their accuracy is not satisfactory [11]. It is especially the
case when the person is relatively far-away from the source,
e.g., over 30 meters. Current techniques can hardly provide
meaningful information at that range.
The first challenge is closely related to the publishing
module. The second challenge is a general challenge for
all mobile devices, and the third is related to the matching
module. We are to address these challenges in the following
sections.
IV. E-S HADOW I NFORMATION P UBLISHING
In this section, we introduce our solutions to efficient and
selective information publishing designed for the E-Shadow
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system.
A. Methodology
As we recall from Section III, the publishing process of
E-Shadow should satisfy at least the requirement of being farreaching. So an intuitive solution is to leverage WiFi, because
it can safely reach up to 40-50 meters. The E-Shadow owner
sets up WiFi connections with people nearby and share the
information in his profile. However, this solution has several
shortcomings. First, it is highly obtrusive. The owner and the
receivers must manually configure the wireless connections,
whenever they want to share E-Shadow information. Second,
people are not always willing to establish connections with
others, especially with strangers, because there is a natural
social gap. On the other hand, it is not a secure practice.
Besides possible attacks through wireless connections, there
is no channel for key exchange. So the two parties have
to communicate without encryption, which poses a security
problem. Finally, WiFi is very power-hungry. To have it
continuously on and broadcast E-Shadow information will
deplete the battery very soon.
In this light, we propose another solution, called layered
publishing. We have in total three layers:
1. WiFi SSID: On the first layer, we ‘abuse’ WiFi name
to broadcast E-Shadow information within a range of 40-50
meters. We put the information to share in WiFi SSID field.
Others can acquire the information by a simple scan, thus
obviating annoying connection setup processes. However, the
WiFi SSID field is very limited. It can contain only 32 bytes
information on the Windows Mobile system.
2. Bluetooth Device Name: We back up WiFi SSID with
Bluetooth device name. We may easily use Bluetooth device
names to publish hundreds of more bytes [16]. This is the
second layer. On this layer, we also ‘abuse’ Bluetooth device
name to disseminate information. So it can also achieve unobtrusive information delivery, with the low energy consumption
of Bluetooth as a plus. Interestingly, we find that the Bluetooth
device discovery range is more than preciously thought. In our
experiments, we find it can typically reach up to 20 meters
[20].
3. Bluetooth Service Name: If Bluetooth device name is
still not enough, we can publish more information in the
Bluetooth service name/description. Its communication range
is 10 meters. We can put the most detailed information on this
layer. It may also include invitation for further interactions,
such as clues to solicit a message or wireless connections.
So, in summary, we have three spatial layers to provide
information of different levels to different people in space (Fig.
2). We may exact dynamic energy saving policy on each layer.
If there are a lot devices in the proper range, then it is to the
interest of E-Shadow owners to broadcast with full capacity.
However, if it is not the case, our E-Shadow system may lower
the broadcasting frequency or even deactivate the layer with
no detected device to save battery energy.

Fig. 2.

E-Shadow Layered Publishing

B. Layered Publishing
In order to realize layered publishing, we use three timers
to control the activities of each layer. When the timer is
triggered, a frame, will be broadcast for F rameInterval
time. The frame is dynamically generated from the message database M . The timer then will be set to be triggered in N extF rameT ime. The N extF rameT ime actually controls the broadcasting intensity. If it is set to
a small value, e.g., a little larger than F rameInterval,
then different frames of information will be output very
quickly. But if it is set to a very large value, the sleeping time after F rameInterval time will be very long ,resulting in a low refreshing rate. The N extF rameInterval
value is set by DynamicCtrl(W irelessIDLIST ) according to the status of the current environment. If there are
a lot of devices nearby (Number of wireless devices >
LARGE DEV ICE COU N T ), the next frame will come
shortly after the current frame display is finished. If there
are few devices, then the next frame will come up in a
longer time. There might be several middle states in between. In order to get the up-to-date W irelessIDLIST , we
need to set another timer W irelessDetectorT imer to sense
the wireless environment every SensingInterval time. The
SensingInterval should be quite short to ensure freshness
of the wireless device list. This is the general description
of the main publishing procedure. But before it can run, we
need to generate the message corpora M . It can be either
user input string or online mined snippets of relevance. Then
we need to set the initial values of all the timers to start
the program. We want the W irelessDetectorT imer to be
triggered first to get the W irelessIDLIST . Then other timers
can be triggered to output frames according to the wireless
environment interpreted the W irelessIDLIST .
Furthermore, besides the above mentioned layering technique, it is best if E-Shadow may also adapt to different
situations, just as shadows will shift as the sun moves. It is
similar to wearing different personas in different scenarios. To
achieve this kind of active dynamicity, the E-Shadow owner
may manually input some information to be published in
different social contexts. He may also have the mobile phone
figure out what information should be published at the current
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moment. In this light, the mobile phone should have certain
degree of context awareness and artificial intelligence.
Algorithm 1 E-Shadow Information Publishing Procedure
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:

Main Procedure:
Generate the profile message corpora M
Fill E-Shadow profile buffers with messages from M
Set
Timers:
W irelessDetectorT imer,
W iF iT imer,
BT DT imer and BT ST imer
while (user does not terminate) do
W irelessDetectorT imer.trigger(){
Record all wireless device IDs  W irelessIDList
Reset the timer to trigger in SensingInterval time}
W iF iT imer.trigger(){
Turn on WiFi for F rameInterval time
Output the first frame in WiFi buffer
N extF rameT ime DynamicCtrl(W irelessIDList)
Reset W iF iT imer to trigger in N extF rameT ime}
BT DT imer.trigger(){
Turn on BTD for F rameInterval time
Output the first frame in BTD buffer
N extF rameT ime DynamicCtrl(W irelessIDList)
Reset BT DT imer to trigger in N extF rameT ime}
BT ST imer.trigger(){
Turn on BTS for F rameInterval time
Output the first frame in BTS buffer
N extF rameT ime DynamicCtrl(W irelessIDList)
Reset BT ST imer to trigger in N extF rameT ime}
end while
DynamicCtrl(W irelessIDLIST ):
if No. of Devices> LARGE DEV ICE COU N T then
return ShortIntervalT ime
if No. of Devices> SM ALL DEV ICE COU N T then
return M ediumIntervalT ime
return LongIntervalT ime

V. M ATCHING E-S HADOW WITH ITS OWNER
After receiving the E-Shadow information from nearby
people, the receiver may naturally want to know who and
where the E-Shadow owner is to facilitate further social
interactions. There are several ways of doing this, according to
different levels of willingness on the E-Shadow owner’s side.
First, the E-Shadow owner may be willing to cooperate with
the receiver. For example, his mobile phone can be made to
play certain ringing tones upon remote request. Second, the
E-Shadow owner can offer suggestive clues for the receiver
to find him, such as his features, clothing or even his GPS
location. The third type is independent matching without
cooperation or suggestive clues. Due to social gap and privacy
reasons, this is the most common case, as one may experience
in a crowd. Moreover, the E-Shadow receiver may not be
willing to or cannot find other people to help him locate the
E-Shadow owner. So we will focus here on how to achieve
independent matching by oneself.
A. Methodology
An intuitive way to do this kind of independent matching
is to localize the physical position of the E-Shadow. The
receiver walks some distance and takes the received signal

strength indication readings on three or more points to perform
trilateration. However, the performance of current localization
techniques based on wireless signals is not satisfactory. The
reason is that the wireless signals attenuate significantly beyond 15-20 meters [18], and the noise can easily distort the
RSSI value. RSSIs on more points may help the trilateration,
but several largely erroneous readings may easily corrupt the
whole effort.
In this light, we propose a new direction-driven matching, or
directional localization. The main idea is to find the direction
of the E-Shadow, rather than the accurate location. In a
social context, a receiver is more concerned with the direction
leading to an E-Shadow of interest. Given the direction, we
may easily look to see whether there are any people we may
want to approach. If there seems nobody that attracts us, we
may simply stop and go away.
Besides human involvement and assistance, we leverage a
new range-free localization technique to mitigate the large
impact of noise on RSSI signals at a fairly large distance.
We do not rely on the absolute value of a RSSI reading, but
make use of the relative RSSI magnitude of two points. We just
compare the RSSI values of these two points and assert that the
source is closer to the points with a higher RSSI value. In fact,
what we are doing is to ‘partition’ the plane in half with these
two points, and claim that the source lies in one of these two
sub-planes. The space partitioning based on RSSI comparison
provides less information than absolute RSSI value, but it is
much less prone to error. Intuitively, a small variation, e.g.,
3 dB in the absolute RSSI value may distort the translated
distance to an unacceptable degree. However, 3 dB is not
enough to flip the magnitude relationship between two RSSIs,
if they are over 6 dB apart. We will have a small enough
target direction range with enough number of comparisons and
space partitioning. This is a particularly suitable technique for
determining directions, because subplanes are open on the far
side, however its included angle viewed from a point is easy to
determine with some communication boundary. The direction
must be somewhere within the included angle. After each
partitioning, we can shrink the included angle, thus decreasing
the possible range of the target direction. We are aware that
the range-free localization based on RSSI comparison has been
proposed by Tian et al. [21] However, their method requires
full cooperation and much communication in the network. Our
method can work on a single device without cooperation or
communication with the device to be localized.
B. Direction-driven Matching
As the user is not very sensitive to the distance traveled,
we allow him to walk a certain route to help decide the
direction where the signal comes. In our design, we allow
users to manually input the direction and distance every time
he walks. Then the phone will take the measurements and
make calculations. For illustration purposes, we expound our
mechanism using a triangular route, as is given by the path
A → B → C in Fig. 3(a). Measurements are taken at every
turning point. However, in open field, we suggest users to
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Algorithm 2 E-Shadow Matching Procedure

Fig. 3. Direction decision. RSSI comparison and space partitioning with 3
points are shown in (a). In (b), point D is the viewing point, and the pointdash line is the final direction. A more natural route with 45 degree turning
angle is shown in (c).

walk along a five-point semi-octagonal route, as is shown
by A → B → C → D → E in Fig. 3(c). This route is
very natural for a person to walk in a crowd, and provides
information about RSSI change in all possible directions.
After all RSSI measurements are taken in, we compare
each pair of the RSSIs and then partition the space to get
an approximate region where the source is located. We show
an example in Fig. 3(a). In this figure, the arrows on the
line denote the relative magnitude of RSSI readings. If a line
points from A to B, then RSSI at B is larger than that at A.
It means that the source is located nearer to B. If we draw
a perpendicular bisecting line of edge AB, the source is in
the subplane the arrow points at. We do this comparison and
partitioning for all three edges AB, AC and BC. It results in
the upper-right corner with slant lines, where we consider the
source point is located. This region may be infinite in range.
However, we can easily bound it with a circle of maximum
wireless communication range. Then we draw a bisector of
this region to give the direction. Ideally, we wish to derive the
direction based on the final position of the path. However, in
this case, C, the final point, falls on the edge of the region. So
it is not meaningful to draw a bisector at that point. We need
a farther ‘viewing point’. To get this farther point, we select
the pair of points with the largest RSSI difference, as is shown
in Fig. 3(b). In this case, let’s suppose the pair is A and C,
with RSSI at C larger. We extend the line beyond the point
with a smaller RSSI for the length of that edge. The ending
point, D in this case, is the viewing point we want. From that
point, we draw two tangent lines of the region. There will
be an included angle between these two lines. We choose the
middle of that angle as the possible direction of the source.
As one may note, the RSSI comparison and the space
partitioning may be wrong due to large wireless noise. And
any wrong partitioning can lead to an empty target region.
In this sense, we need a mechanism to exclude the wrong
RSSI comparisons. Here we observe that the larger the RSSI
difference is, the less likely it is a wrong comparison. Because
if it is wrong, the theoretically lower RSSI must be larger
than the theoretically larger RSSI by that large margin. The
possibility for the lower RSSI to deviate that far from its

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:

Main Procedure:
Initialize target region boundary P
RSSI information array L
null
while user has not finished the route do
Prompt user to input distance and angle α he walks
Get RSSI on user indication
Calculate (x, y) and append (x, y, RSSI) into L
end while
return DecideDirec(P , L)
Subprocedures:
DecideDirec(P , L) :
Array of Line(P oint1, P oint2, Side):E
null
for each pair of points (p, q) in P do
if |p.RSSI − q.RSSI| ≥ T HRESHOLD then
Draw a perpendicular bisector L of Line(p, q)
E
E +L
end if
end for
IntersecP oly
P
for each L in E do
Cut IntersecP oly with L
end for
while IntersecP oly = null do
Lmin the line has the min RSSI difference
E
E - Lmin
goto step 20
end while
Direction V iewAngle(IntersecP oly, last point in L)
if Direction = null then
Direction V iewAngle(IntersecP oly, P oint(0, 0))
if Direction = null then
Lmax
the line has the max RSSI difference
viewP ostion a point in the reverse line of Lmax
Direction V iewAngle(IntersecP oly, V iewP osition)
end if
end if
return Direction
V iewAngle(P olygon, P osition) :
AngleList null
for each point p in P olygon do
AngleList(p) angle of Line(P osition, p)
end for
(Angle1, Angle2) the pair of angles with max difference
return (Angle1 + Angle2)/2

mean is very low. So whenever an empty region occurs in our
partitioning, we discard the RSSI pair with the lowest RSSI
difference and do the partitioning again, till the target region
is not empty.
Based on the above considerations, we have designed a
procedure shown in Algorithm 2.
The procedure indicates the user to walk along the designed
route and let him input RSSI value when he reaches a
turning point. Then with all RSSI inputs, the DecideDirect()
function returns the possible direction. The DecideDirect()
function takes in the initial possible polygon target boundary
(P in the beginning and the target region is then stored in
IntersecP oly) and a series of RSSI measurements with their
positions. The polygons are described using an array of turning
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points along the edge in a counter-clockwise order. Then it
compares each pair of RSSI measurements. If it is good, i.e.,
the different is higher than a T HRESHOLD, we ‘cut’ the
boundary polygon with the perpendicular bisector of the edge
determined by the two RSSI measurement points. However,
we may run into situations where wrong cutting may lead to
an empty target region. In this case, we discard the RSSI pair
with the least different, and start the partitioning again until
the target region is not empty. After getting the region, we start
to choose the viewpoint. Our first priority is the point where
the user is standing, the second priority is the starting point of
the route, and, if both fail to yield a meaningful angle, we use
the opposite extension method illustrated in Fig. 3(b). With a
correctly chosen viewpoint, we then calculate in V iewAngle()
the included angle of tangent lines to the target region and
return the bisecting angle as the direction.

Fig. 4.

Block diagram of the E-Shadow System

C. Extension

E−Shadow Collection Time

VI. I MPLEMENTATION
We have implemented the E-Shadow system on real world
mobile phones. We use HTC Touch Diamond 2 as our
prototyping phone model. The operating system is Windows
Mobile 6.1. Our program is coded in C#. After compilation,
the executable file is 50 KB large. The overall block diagram
of the implementation is shown in Fig. 4.
The Information Publishing component implements our idea
of layered publishing. For WiFi layer, we broadcast by creating
a new ad-hoc network with a special SSID containing our
message. The SSID is limited to 32 Bytes. For BTD layer,
we modify Windows’ registry table and put the BTD buffer
content into the BT device name field. The length limit is 2KB.
For BTS layer, we open a new default RFCOMM service and
generate a GUID for it. The content of this layer is input

40

30
Time (second)

In the above algorithms, humans need to tell mobile phones
they have reached a certain point along the designed route
and then the phone will measure the RSSI at that point.
Here we assume that humans can walk along their route
accurately. This is a very big assumption. In fact, there can be
large errors in human estimation of their turning angles and
walking distances. These errors may greatly compromise the
accuracy of the matching algorithm. Our solution is to treat the
points along the route, e.g., point A, B or C in Fig. 3(a), as
circles. The idea behind is that people may not actually reach
the exact position of the points, but their location will fall
into those circles. Then we can draw tangent lines to bound
all possible edges between any two circles. After that, we
can derive possible directions based on the combination of
these tangent edges. Finally we calculate the average over all
possible directions and regard it as the most likely correct
direction. On the other hand, we plan in our future work to
utilize more sensors in our system, e.g., GPS, accelerometers,
orientation sensors and compasses. These sensors are generally
available on high-end mobile phones. With these sensors, the
phone can automatically determine its location, thus largely
avoiding errors brought in by user location inputs.
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Fig. 5. The collection time for E-Shadows with increasing number of devices

into the service attribute called service description, which is
limited to 1KB. All these layers are set to publish for 5 minutes
after receiving orders to publish a new frame of information.
To guarantee the published information is highly relevant to
surroundings, we use the Sensing Module and the Generator to
sense and learn the environments. The Wi-Fi, BTD and BTS
buffers control the number of messages to be published in
respective layers. The Control Valve ensures E-Shadow works
in an energy efficient manner. If there are a lot of devices
detected around, the valve will let the next frame out in 5
minutes. If the device number is less than 5, but larger than 3,
we turn down the valve, so that the next frame is to turn up

Fig. 6.

Energy consumption
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in 15 minutes. If the device count is 0, then the valve shuts
completely.
The Retrieval & Matching component implements our idea
of direction-driven matching E-Shadow to its owner. The
Localization Module mainly extracts the RSSIs of each packets
to perform human assisted directional localization. It receives
user inputs of the walking route information and then output
the possible direction leading to a specific E-Shadow. The
Decoding and Storage module captures the information in
E-Shadows. Users may set certain filters, e.g., string match,
here to find messages of interest faster. Besides the matching
functionality, this component also retrieves information from
different layers and pass them to Decoding and Storage
Module and Localization Module.
The user interface allows user to manually input the message
to broadcast, skim through the collected E-Shadow information and interact with the phone in the matching process.
VII. E VALUATION
We have conducted extensive experiments and large-scale
simulations to validate our design. The results are reported
below.
A. Experimental Evaluation
1) E-Shadow Collection Time: We have conducted experiments to show how fast a receiver can collect E-Shadow information from different wireless devices. In the experiments,
we have one device to be the receiver and let other mobile
devices to serve as E-Shadow broadcasters. We count the time
to collect different numbers of E-Shadow profiles on all layers.
The E-Shadow collection time on the receiver side is shown
in Fig. 5. As can be seen from the figure, it takes the least
time, i.e., at most 2 seconds, to collect E-Shadow information
on the WiFi layer. The collection time stays almost constant
with increasing number of simultaneously working devices.
However, it takes much longer on the BTD layer, i.e., around
10-15 seconds. And on the BTS layer, we need 25-35 seconds
to find other E-Shadow profiles. The long delay can be
attributed to Bluetooth’s scanning mechanism. Bluetooth needs
around 10 seconds to do device scanning. After other devices
are found, it needs to query the device for the device name
and the service names. The latter is normally much longer and
hence takes more time, especially when the service does not
exist. The collection time grows a little for the two Bluetooth
layers, when the number of nearby working Bluetooth devices
increases. Though the collection time on Bluetooth layers are
relatively long, we assume that the people who want to get the
information have already been attracted by the messages on
the WiFi layer. So they can wait for the Bluetooth scanning
procedure to finish and return more detailed information.
2) Energy Consumption: We have conducted experiments
to evaluate the power consumption of E-Shadow, when it
works in the server mode, i.e., broadcasting E-Shadows, and
the client mode, i.e., collecting E-Shadows.
We show in Fig. 6 the energy consumption of each possible
state of the mobile phone, where our E-Shadow system is

installed. First, for comparison, we list the benchmark power
consumption, where the screen is on, but nothing is running
and all wireless interfaces are closed. It is a common phone
status of E-Shadow client version, if we do not count the EShadow software itself. The power consumption is close to
200 mW. Also a working WiFi interface consumes 1170 mW,
almost twice the energy of a Bluetooth interface. However,
over a long time, Bluetooth have a much lower average power
consumption at around 200 mW. If we turn E-Shadow the
server version on with only WiFi, the power consumption is
around 1350 mW. For E-Shadow with Bluetooth aggressively
broadcasting, this value is a little over 600 mW. However, with
both of them on, it only consumes around 1400 mW. On the
Client side, we assume both the WiFi and Bluetooth are open,
and the power consumption is about 1400 mW, when users are
browsing and calculating directions. If the mobile phone runs
in both the server and client mode, the power consumption is
similar to that of a fully operating E-Shadow server.
As the standard voltage for an HTC Touch phone is 3.8 V,
it will deplete its 1100mAh battery in about 3 hours, if we
keep our E-Shadow running at full capacity. However, it is
probable that we do not need to use our E-Shadow system all
the time, e.g., when at home with our family. In this light,
assume we use E-Shadow one third of all the time, that is, 8
hours per day. And only for one third of E-Shadow operation
time, we need to open both WiFi and Bluetooth, thanks to
the dynamic power control algorithm discussed in Section IV.
Only Bluetooth is used otherwise (in the long term average
mode). Then the battery will not be drained in more than 12
hours. It is normally enough for one day usage.
3) Direction Decision Accuracy: We have conducted tests
on the performance of E-Shadow in both outdoor and indoor
settings. We perform the outdoor tests on an open field campus, and the indoor test in a large classroom about 25 meters
by 13 meters. There are multiple wireless devices running EShadow in both settings. We are required to determine the
direction leading to one of them.
For the outdoor settings, we have done 3 sets of tests, 20
meters away from the E-Shadow, 30 meters away and 40
meters away. They are reported respectively in Fig. 2(a), (b)
and (c). The step length for the first two is 5 meters. The step
length is 10 meters for the third, because 5 meters are not long
enough to make RSSI change significantly at 40 meters. We
let our starting point to be the origin, i.e., (0, 0), so the source
coordinations are (0, 20), (0, 30) and (0, 40) respectively. We
walk in four directions along the two axes. We choose a fivepoint semi-octogonal route. We take 5 RSSI readings at each
turning point. The highest and the lowest are discarded. And
the average of the other 3 data are reported. The data shown
on each point is in the format of (x, y: RSSI). As (0, 0) is
the starting point for all four routes, we put the 4 RSSIs in
their corresponding quadrant. The RSSI value is in dB. Since
our phone uses Atheros-compatible chips, the actual RSSI can
be derived by adding 95 dB to our reported value. After we
finish the semi-octogonal course, a direction calculated by our
algorithm is reported and drawn in solid line. The correct
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(a) 20 meters, 5-meter step length

(b) 30 meters, 5-meter step length
Fig. 7.

(c) 40 meters, 10-meter step length

Outdoor Directional Localization Experiment Results

direction is also reported and drawn in dashed line. Generally,
the direction deviations fall into the range of 30 degrees, which
is quite acceptable for further human observation. However,
we get one failure on the 30 meters test. The reason is that
the RSSI values taken are too close. So it does not provide
enough information for direction decision. We also get one
very erroneous direction for 40 meters. The reason is that the
distance is too far away and the RSSI values are distorted too
much by the noise.
In the indoor tests, all procedures are similar to their outdoor
counterparts. Here, we only report four tests with starting
distance around 20 meters and step distance of 5 meters due
to space limitation. Other test results are reported in [22].
The first two tests were carried out in a classroom. And there
are rows of chairs in the classroom, so we choose a zig-zag
route to approach the source. The route and final result are
reported in Fig. 8. The other two tests were carried out in a
bookstore. We needed to avoid stands and racks, so our routes
are irregular. From the figure, we can see that the calculated
directions are highly accurate. One thing to mention here is
that the direction calculation is based on the starting point, i.e.,
the origin, rather than the ending point. Because the ending
point falls into the possible target region. We cannot draw a
direction within that region. So according to our algorithm,
we choose the staring point as the alternative viewpoint.
B. Simulation Evaluation
We have simulated the matching algorithm on Matlab. The
results are shown in Fig. 9.
The CDF distribution of the deviation angle is shown in
in Fig. 9(a). Each CDF line is based on 10,000 samples. We
start our tests from three distances, i.e., 40 meters, 30 meters
and 20 meters. We walk a semi-octogonal path with edge
length of 5 meters. At each turning point of the path, we
take 5 RSSI measurements with noise of 6 dB added [11].
As we did in experiments, we discard the highest and the
lowest, and average the remaining 3 readings. The algorithm
may fail to give a direction due to noisy signals. In this
case, a random direction is selected. From Fig. 9(a), we
can make two observations. First, the average deviations are
generally about 30-40 degrees. It is an acceptable deviation for

humans to get a rough sense of the direction. If they look in
that approximate direction, they can probably see the source.
Second, the shorter the starting distance, the more accurate
the direction approximation will be. It is an intuitive result,
because the wireless signal at a closer range is strong and that
helps the algorithm.
We also evaluate the ideal situation without noise against
that with noise in Fig. 9(b). We start at 40 meters away and
the step length is 10 meters. We can see that without noise, the
accuracy of our algorithm is higher, and the mean deviation
is about 25-30 degrees. It is a reasonable result. Given only
RSSI measurements on 5 separate points, current localization
techniques can provide little direction information. However,
there are a small fraction of large deviations. That is because,
if the algorithm makes one or more bad, though correct,
partitioning of the space, e.g., the source lies in our partitioned
subplane, but close to the boundary, the final deviation can be
very large.
In Fig. 9(c), 12 times of the directional localization results
are illustrated. The source is located at the origin point, marked
by a square. The E-Shadow receiver starts from 40 meters
away. The step length is 4 meters. So the starting point is
(0, -40) in this case, marked by a cross. Then he randomly
chooses a direction to start the semi-octogonal course. Each
circle on the graph denotes a final point of a course, and the
radiating line shows the direction output by our algorithm. We
can roughly see that the directions are mostly correct and falls
into 40 degree range from the correct direction.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the E-Shadow concept. It is an
electronic personal image broadcast with one’s mobile phone.
We have also designed and implemented the E-Shadow system
on real world mobile phones. Our design can broadcast EShadow information efficiently in a layered and dynamic
manner. And our system provides directional localization
functionality to facilitate further interactions. Real experiments
and large-scale simulations show that our E-Shadow system
lives up to all the design goals.
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Fig. 8.

Indoor Directional Localization Experiment Results
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